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To Gain Shea from Harold a J#K assassination records appeala 4/1/61 
Dallas records 
PA requebd 
Official untruthfulness and policy not to disclose 

Tn the DJ 129-11 file there is a series of reconis covered by Et GIF fom of 
5/8/61, inwtialed by FMW, OL. 

These and other pertinent records have not been provide’ by Ol. 

One of these records, the 3/21/67 memo from Us. Bennett to “ry, diGirolamo, refers to 

files andganis not searched to cocply with my requesta, in addition to 129—1 1512901 2—3, 

ite “restricted areas" and “record cards." 

These records inclade a letter to ue @rom Ay. Wosenoreft that was not sent. If you 

Coupare that letter with his mamo on the covering form you will find that he would have 

teid me it was proper not to disclose what is not properly cathe to withholding under 

FOIA while in the meno that would not have boon sent to ue he/the exact opposite, that 

there is no reason why the information should not be available te researchers, 

The wemo from the 40 to the PEE Director makes it clear that records were not pro- 

vided to the Comission or Archives. It also states what is not true, that he had been 

informed that al. photographs were either in the Comeigsion's files or returned to those 

who provided them. In seeret the FEI kept copies, including of what it dia not give to 

the Commission. It alse kept cepies out of FRIHW, in the field offices, 

You will reeali that in the field office matter you asked me to addrese the FEI dir 

eetly. i have done this. 4s 1 told you, the FRI consistently ignoreé my correspondence. 

+4 also is not abiding by the agreement nade in C.A. 7640322 and is not providing the 

records in accord with the achedule it presented te the Court. It is conaistent? it never 

has kept ite own promises or schedule with me in this case. Thus to date I have not received 

any photographs or tapes from the tine ti wrate se that 1 would under the agreement. Many 

months ago, lest years 

Wi2L you please nudge CLC again on ite PA non-compliances?


